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BitTorrent is one of the most successful peer-to-peer systems. Researchers have studied a number of aspects of
the system, including its scalability, performance, efficiency and fairness. However, the complexity of the system
has forced most prior analytical work to make a number of simplifying assumptions, e.g., user homogeneity, or
even ignore some central aspects of the protocol altogether, e.g., the rate-based Tit-for-Tat (TFT) unchoking
scheme, in order to keep the analysis tractable.

Motivated by this, in this paper we propose two analytical models that accurately predict the performance
of the system while considering the central details of the BitTorrent protocol. Our first model is a steady-state
one, in the sense that it is valid during periods of time where the number of users remains fixed. Freed by
the complications of user time-dynamics, we account for many of the central details of the BitTorrent protocol
and accurately predict a number of performance metrics. Our second model combines prior work on fluid models
with our first model to capture the transient behavior as new users join or old users leave, while modelling many
major aspects of BitTorrent. To our best knowledge, this is the first model that attempts to capture the transient
behavior of many classes of heterogeneous users. Finally, we use our analytical methodology to introduce and
study the performance of a flexible token-based scheme for BitTorrent, show how this scheme can be used to
block freeriders and tradeoff between higher-bandwidth and lower-bandwidth users performance, and evaluate
the scheme’s parameters that achieve a target operational point.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems provide a powerful infrastructure for large scale distributed
applications, such as file sharing. This has made them very popular. Among all P2P sys-
tems, BitTorrent seems to be the most prevalent one, since more than 50% of all P2P
traffic is BitTorrent traffic [Guo et al. 2007]. It has been also estimated that BitTorrent
may account for as much as 43% of all Internet traffic depending on geographical location
[TorrentFreak 2009].

The BitTorrent system is designed for efficient large scale content distribution. The
complete BitTorrent protocol can be found in Cohen [2003] and BitTorrent [2008]. We
summarize the main functionality here. BitTorrent groups users by the file that they are
interested in. In each group there exists at least one user, called seed, who has the com-
plete file of interest. The seed is in charge of disseminating the file to other users, called
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leechers, who do not have the file. When disseminating the file, BitTorrent partitions the
whole file into a large number of blocks and then the seed starts uploading blocks to its
neighbors. Meanwhile, users of the group exchange the blocks they have with their neigh-
bors. As a result, the service capacity of the system is enlarged. When a user has all the
blocks of the file, he/she finishes the download process and becomes a potential seed.

There are several features making BitTorrent successful. First and foremost is the idea
to partition files into large number of blocks. Another more subtle feature is the rate-
based Tit-for-Tat (TFT) unchoking scheme. According to this scheme, a user uploads data
to those neighbors who provide him/her the highest download rates and to one more,
randomly selected neighbor, via a process called optimistic unchoking. This scheme is
usually successful in penalizing freeriders, which are users that do not provide uploads
to others, because they get choked. Note however that if a freerider connects to a large
number of users, the aggregate rate that it can enjoy via optimistic unchoking can be
substantial [Liogkas et al. 2006].

BitTorrent’s success has motivated researchers to study how it performs [Guo et al.
2007; Qiu and Srikant 2004; Lo Piccolo and Neglia 2004; Wang et al. 2007; Fan et al. 2006;
Clevenot et al. 2005; Tian et al. 2006; Guo et al. 2005; Chow et al. 2009; Fan et al. 2009],
design additional incentive schemes for it [Liogkas et al. 2006; Hales and Patarin 2005],
collect traffic measurements [Parker 2004; BigChampagne 2006; Pouwelse et al. 2005;
Izal et al. 2004], and investigate fairness issues associated with it [Bharambe et al. 2006;
Thommes and Coates 2005; Bin et al. 2006]. However, despite the significant interest for
the system, the majority of the proposed analytical models make a number of simplifying
assumptions, e.g., user homogeneity (i.e., all users have the same link capacities which
is in sharp contrast to the reality of dial-up, DSL/cable, and LAN connections), or even
ignore some central aspects of the protocol altogether, e.g., the TFT unchoking scheme, in
order to keep the analysis tractable. This is not surprising given the system’s complexity.
However, such assumptions, may prohibit the resulting models to accurately capture the
real system behavior [Pouwelse et al. 2005; Bharambe et al. 2006].

With this in mind, in this paper we propose two analytical models that accurately pre-
dict the performance of the system while considering many of the central details of the
BitTorrent protocol. Our first model is a steady state one, in the sense that it is valid
during periods of time where the number of users in the system remains fixed. Freed by
the complications of user time dynamics, this model accounts for many central details
of the BitTorrent protocol, including TFT and optimistic unchoking, and can accurately
predict a number of performance metrics including the user download rates and the file
download delays. We demonstrate that this model is applicable to one of the most com-
mon scenarios in BitTorrent: the flash crowd scenario, where most of the users join the
system in a short time period just after a new file has been released [Pouwelse et al. 2005;
Bharambe et al. 2006]. A preliminary version of this model has appeared in Liao et al.
[2007b], where we have assumed that there exist two classes of users in the system: high-
bandwidth and low-bandwidth users. Here, we show how the model can be extended to
more (three) classes of users. Given that the model complexity increases fast as a func-
tion of the number of classes, and that in reality users can be mainly classified into three
classes (dial-up, DSL/cable, and high speed [Saroiu et al. 2002; Bharambe et al. 2006]),
we believe three classes are the best tradeoff between tractability and realism. Other dif-
ferences between the model in Liao et al. [2007b] and our first model in this paper include
(but are not limited to) the ability to account for multiple seeds, and an arbitrary number
of concurrent connections.

Our second model builds upon prior work on fluid models for BitTorrent, see, for exam-
ple, Qiu and Srikant [2004], which are traditionally used to capture the system’s transient
behavior and time dynamics, as new users join or old users depart. Using the techniques
and intuition from our first model, we propose a fluid model that achieves the same goal
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as prior fluid models while accurately accounting for central properties of the BitTorrent
protocol, e.g., the TFT unchoking scheme. This model can be used for steady state sce-
narios like the first one, but it is slightly less accurate. One of its main strengths lies in
that it can also be used for non flash-crowd scenarios, where new users keep joining the
system for a long time after the release of a file, and, in general, in any situation where
the user population changes over time. Further, in contrast to our first model, it can easily
account for any number of classes of users, while keeping the analysis simple. To our best
knowledge, this is the first model that attempts to capture the transient behavior of many
classes of users.

To keep our analysis tractable while focussing on central details of the BitTorrent pro-
tocol, we make two assumptions: (i) that the download link capacities of users are larger
than their upload link capacities, and (ii) that the effectiveness of file sharing is perfect,
i.e., that a user always has file blocks that his/her neighbors are interested in. We will
explain the rationale behind these two assumptions and thoroughly study the accuracy of
our models when these two assumptions are not satisfied.

Finally, as an example of how to use our analytical methodology to study variations of
the basic BitTorrent scheme and make design decisions, we propose a simple and flexible
token-based TFT scheme for BitTorrent. In the proposed scheme, which is inspired by
our prior work on incentive schemes for P2P systems [Liao et al. 2006a; 2006b], users
use tokens as a means to trade file blocks. Each user maintains a token table which
keeps track of the amount of tokens his/her neighbors possess. A user increases his/her
neighbor’s tokens for every byte he/she downloads from the neighbor. The user decreases a
neighbor’s tokens for every byte he/she uploads to the neighbor under study. A user would
upload a block to his/her neighbor only if the neighbor has sufficient tokens to perform
the download.

We show that the above scheme can be used to tradeoff between high overall system
performance and fairness to higher bandwidth users. In particular, we show that under
the appropriate parameter tuning, higher bandwidth users will provide more uploads
than usual to lower bandwidth users, which tends to improve the overall average down-
load delay but worsen the perceived performance by higher bandwidth users. We also use
our analytical models to compute the parameter values of the token-based scheme that
achieve a target operational point. Another benefit of the token-based scheme that we dis-
cuss is its ability to effectively penalize freeriders, since users that do not offer uploads do
not accumulate tokens and, in the absence of optimistic unchoking, they cannot perform
any downloads.

To evaluate the performance of BitTorrent-like systems, event-driven simulators are
often used, e.g., BitTorrent Simulator [2005], which try to implement all details of the
BitTorrent protocol. However, such event-driven simulations of BitTorrent-like systems
consisting of a large number of users can be very time-consuming and computationally in-
tensive. Our models in this paper highlight details of the BitTorrent protocol that matter
the most in performance, suggesting that lightweight simulators that do not implement
all details of BitTorrent could still be used for realistic performance evaluations. In addi-
tion, we also demonstrate how our models could be used to study the performance of large
BitTorent-like systems whose size may render simulation-based analysis too expensive.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) We extend our steady
state model presented in Liao et al. [2007b] to account for more (three) classes of users,
multiple seeds, arbitrary number of concurrent connections, and other parameters of the
real protocol; (ii) we introduce a new fluid-based model that combines prior work on fluid-
model analysis with techniques from our first model, to accurately capture user time dy-
namics and efficiently account for any number of user classes; (iii) we use the analytical
methodology to assess the impact of our proposed token-based TFT scheme to freeriders
and to the performance of different classes of users; (iv) we compare our models to prior
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work and highlight in which scenarios the assumptions made by prior work lead to sizable
inaccuracies; and (v) we demonstrate how to use our models in order to study the perfor-
mance of large yet realistic BitTorent-like systems whose size makes simulation-based
analysis too expensive.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we briefly discuss related
work. In Section 3 we review the current BitTorrent implementation in more detail,
and provide a detailed description of the proposed token-based scheme. In Section 4 we
present our first model, and in Section 5 our second model. In both of these sections we
study the original BitTorrent system. The corresponding analysis for the token-enhanced
system is similar and can be found in the online appendix in Sections A and B. In Sec-
tions 6, and C of the online appendix, we present extensive simulation results in order to
validate the accuracy of our models. In Section 7 we study the accuracy of our models in
scenarios where the assumptions of our analysis are not satisfied. In Section 8 we further
validate our modelling methodology via experiments with real BitTorrent clients, and in
Section D of the online appendix we show how our models could be used, along with real
traces, in order to study the performance of large BitTorrent systems. In Section 9 we
compare our models with representative models from the literature, and in Section E of
the online appendix we compare our two models. Conclusions and future work directions
follow in Section 10.

2. RELATED WORK

B. Cohen, the author of BitTorrent, gives a thorough introduction to the BitTorrent system
in Cohen [2003]. The paper describes the BitTorrent protocol, the system architecture and
the incentive scheme built in the BitTorrent system.

There is a large body of work that studies the efficiency and the popularity of BitTorrent
via measurements, e.g., Liogkas et al. [2006], Guo et al. [2005], Pouwelse et al. [2005].
Qiu and Srikant [2004] proposes a fluid model to describe how the population of seeds
and leechers evolves. Guo et al. [2007], Wang et al. [2007] and Fan et al. [2006] extend
the above model to study BitTorrent’s performance under different user behaviors and
different arrival processes, and Lo Piccolo and Neglia [2004] and Clevenot et al. [2005]
extend this model to study BitTorrent’s performance under heterogeneous environments.
Further, the recent work in Chow et al. [2009], which uses insights from our earlier work
[Liao et al. 2007b], presents a model for the steady state performance of BitTorrent-like
systems in heterogeneous environments with many classes of users, and the work in Fan
et al. [2009] studies different rate assignment strategies in simplified BitTorrent-like sys-
tems in steady state, showing fundamental trade-offs between performance and fairness.
Other interesting analytical results that are less relevant to our work include Tian et al.
[2006] which proposes a model to study the peer distribution and uses a dying process
to study the file availability in BitTorrent, Gaeta et al. [2006] which uses fluid models to
study the distribution of the file transfer time in generic P2P systems that have some sim-
ilar characteristics to BitTorrent, and Yang and Veciana [2004] which uses a branching
process to study the service capacity of such systems.

Despite the large body of work on modeling BitTorrent’s performance, the majority of
the studies make a number of simplifying assumptions in order to keep the analysis
tractable. For example, the studies in Guo et al. [2007], Qiu and Srikant [2004], Wang
et al. [2007] and Fan et al. [2006] consider homogeneous network environments only,
where users have the same link capacities. This is clearly an unrealistic assumption given
Internet’s heterogeneity. Those studies that consider heterogeneity make other simplify-
ing assumptions, for example Lo Piccolo and Neglia [2004] completely ignores BitTorrent’s
TFT scheme, and Clevenot et al. [2005] and Fan et al. [2009] model only some aspects of
it. Since BitTorrent’s TFT scheme is one of the main features responsible for its great
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success, it is essential to accurately account for it. Finally, Chow et al. [2009] studies only
the steady state behavior of heterogeneous BitTorrent systems.

Our models in this paper accurately predict the performance of BitTorrent-like systems
in both steady state and dynamic scenarios, while considering many of the central details
of the BitTorrent protocol. In particular, we consider a heterogeneous BitTorrent-like sys-
tem, where users are grouped into different classes according to their link capacities and
may arrive at random times, and model many of the important aspects of the system,
including the TFT scheme. However, to keep our analysis tractable, we also make some
simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that the download link capacities of users are
larger than their upload link capacities, and second, that the effectiveness of file sharing
is perfect, i.e., that a user always has file blocks that his/her neighbors are interested
in. We explain the rational behind these two assumptions in Section 4, and study how
accurate our models are when these two assumptions are not satisfied in Section 7.

Our proposed token-based TFT scheme is inspired by our prior work on incentive
schemes for Gnutella-like P2P systems [Liao et al. 2006a; 2006b]. Both the analysis and
implementation of the token-based scheme, as well as what the scheme can accomplish
in BitTorrent-like systems, differs from our prior work [Liao et al. 2006a; 2006b], as we
explain in detail in the next Section. Our proposed token-based TFT for BitTorrent de-
generates to the block-based TFT scheme proposed in Bharambe et al. [2006] when nodes
gain tokens for uploading a byte at the same rate that they use tokens to download a
byte. Hence, our scheme is much more general and flexible. Further, while the work in
Bharambe et al. [2006] studies the performance of the block-based TFT scheme via simu-
lations, we extend our mathematical models to predict the performance of the token-based
scheme and the block-based scheme as a special case.

Finally, our token-based scheme allows us to investigate two interesting problems
related to BitTorrent. The first is about the relative performance perceived by lower
and higher bandwidth users. We show how our models can be used to decide on the
scheme parameters that achieve a target tradeoff between the perceived performance
of lower-bandwidth and higher-bandwidth users, by making higher-bandwidth users of-
fer more/less uploads than usual to lower-bandwidth ones. The second is about freeriders.
Liogkas et al. [2006], Hales and Patarin [2005] and Sirivianos et al. [2007] have shown
that despite the built-in incentive scheme in BitTorrent, skillful freeriders can still ben-
efit from the system by connecting to many users and relying on optimistic unchoking.
We show how our scheme can be used to block such skillful freeriders, motivate them to
offer uploads, and as a result improve the overall performance of the system. The most
relevant to this work is the one in Sherman et al. [2009], which proposes a similar scheme
for providing fairness in BitTorrent-like systems, but studies its performance mostly via
experiments.

3. PRELIMINARIES

3.1. Original BitTorrent

We now describe in detail the main functionality of the BitTorrent system. Recall that
BitTorrent groups users by the file that they are interested in. When a user is interested
in joining a group, he/she first contacts the tracker, a specific host that keeps track of all
the users currently participating in the group. The tracker responds to the user with a list
containing the contact information of L randomly selected peers. Typical values for L are
40 − 60 [BitTorrent 2008]. After receiving the list, the user establishes a TCP connection
to each of these L peers, which we refer to as the user’s neighbors.

As mentioned earlier, when disseminating the file, BitTorrent partitions the whole file
into a number of blocks. Neighbors exchange block availability information and messages
indicating interest in blocks. The BitTorrent protocol uses a Local Rarest First (LRF) al-
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gorithm to determine which blocks to download first. It has been shown that the LRF
algorithm can efficiently increase the availability of rare blocks and prevent the last
block problem [Cohen 2003; Bharambe et al. 2006]. In addition, it uses a rate-based TFT
scheme to determine to which neighbors a user should upload blocks to. The rate-based
TFT scheme proceeds as follows: time is slotted into T = 10 second intervals and each
such time-interval is called an unchoking period. At the end of each unchoking period a
user makes a choking/unchoking decision. The choking/unchoking decision proceeds as
follows: First, the user computes for each of the neighbors that are interested in down-
loading a block from him/her, the average download rate that he/she receives during the
last 2T = 20 seconds. Then, he/she selects to provide uploads to, i.e., to unchoke, a number
X of his/her neighbors who provided him/her the best download rates, with ties broken
arbitrarily. By default, X = 4. If the user chooses not to provide uploads to a neighbor, we
say that the neighbor is choked. Finally, the user also randomly selects another neighbor
to provide uploads to. This last (random) selection process is called optimistic unchoking.
Hence, at any time instance a user is concurrently uploading to Z = X +1 neighbors. The
following rules are also adopted by the scheme.

Let’s call the neighbor that was selected at the last optimistic unchoking, an optimistic
unchoking neighbor, and suppose that the last optimistic unchoking (and hence the end
of the last unchoking period) took place at time t1 seconds. Now, suppose that the end of
another unchoking period occurs at some time t2 seconds, where t2 = t1 + nT seconds for
n ≥ 1, T = 10. Then, if at time t2 the optimistic unchoking neighbor belongs to the set of
the X neighbors who provide the user the best download rates (and hence they will be
unchoked), the user performs a new optimistic unchoking. Otherwise: (i) if t2 < t1 + 3T
seconds, the user does not choke the optimistic unchoking neighbor and does not perform
a new optimistic unchoking, and (ii) if t2 ≥ t1 +3T seconds, the user chokes the optimistic
unchoking neighbor and performs a new optimistic unchoking. We call this 3T = 30 second
time-interval an optimistic unchoking period.

This TFT scheme discourages free-riders because they will keep getting choked if they
do not provide uploads to their neighbors. Further, it gives the opportunity to new users
to start downloading from the system even if they do not have enough blocks to exchange,
in which case the download rate they provide is low. Finally, notice that the scheme allows
a user to discover good neighbors, i.e., neighbors who provide him/her with high download
rates, and exchange data with them. Therefore, users who have high upload link capac-
ities tend to exchange data with a larger number of high capacity users. And users with
low upload link capacities tend to exchange data with a larger number of low capacity
users. Hence, in a sense the system is designed to be fair to each class of users.

3.2. Token-enhanced BitTorrent

The process by which a new user discovers neighbors in the proposed token-based system
(which we also refer to as token-enhanced BitTorrent) is exactly the same as in the orig-
inal BitTorrent system. Further, again, the file is partitioned into blocks and neighbors
exchange block availability information and messages indicating interest in blocks.

As mentioned earlier, in the token-based scheme users use tokens as a means to trade
blocks. In particular, each user maintains a token table which keeps track of the amount of
tokens his/her neighbors possess. When the user uploads Xup bytes to a neighbor, he/she
decreases the neighbor’s tokens by KdownXup. On the other hand, the user increases a
neighbor’s tokens by KupXdown if he/she downloads Xdown bytes from the neighbor under
study. Parameters Kdown and Kup are selected positive constants, same for all users. No-
tice that a user does not have access to his/her amount of tokens since this is maintained
by his/her neighbors.

Under the proposed scheme each user decides to which (of the interested) neighbors
he/she will upload blocks to, every 10 seconds, which equals the unchoking period in the
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original BitTorrent system. In particular, every 10 seconds the user first checks which of
his/her neighbors have enough tokens to perform the download of a block. If there are
more than Z neighbors having enough tokens, then the user randomly selects Z of them
to upload to. If Z or fewer neighbors have enough tokens the user provides uploads only
to them. If a neighbor runs out of tokens while downloading from the user, then the user
stops uploading to the neighbor immediately after the current block transfer is complete,
and randomly selects to upload to some other neighbor who has enough tokens. Finally, we
initialize the token table of each user with an amount of tokens that suffices to download
one block. The reason of giving initial tokens is to allow users download data when they
first join the system.

Note that Kup and Kdown are relative values. Therefore, the proposed scheme actually
has only one design parameter. We will show that when Kup = Kdown, the token-enhanced
BitTorrent system makes the aggregate upload rate of a leecher to equal its aggregate
download rate, and degenerates to the block-based scheme introduced in Bharambe et al.
[2006]. Further, when each leecher connects to sufficient neighbors with the same ca-
pacity, the original TFT scheme yields similar performance with the token-based scheme
when Kup = Kdown. We will also show that as Kup increases, the overall download delay of
the token-enhanced BitTorrent system can get significantly smaller than that of the orig-
inal BitTorrent system, by making higher bandwidth users connect to more lower band-
width users than usual. Finally, we will show that the token-based scheme eliminates the
problem of freeriders which exploit optimistic unchoking in the original BitTorrent, since
such users cannot accumulate any tokens.

The idea behind our proposed token-based scheme is the same as in our previous
work on improving performance in Gnutella-like systems by preventing freeriding [Liao
et al. 2006a; 2006b]. The differences here are the following. First, since BitTorrent-like
and Gnutella-like P2P systems differ significantly in many aspects, our mathematical
model for the token-enhanced BitTorent is completely different from the model in Liao et
al. [2006a; 2006b]. Second, here, in addition to preventing freeriders, we also study how
the token-based scheme can be used to improve BitTorrent’s overall performance, even if
no freeriders were initially present in the system. And finally, while in Gnutella-like sys-
tems a centralized mechanism is needed for storing and updating the number of available
tokens for each user, in BitTorent-like systems, as explained earlier, this is performed at
each user’s neighbors, which makes the scheme more scalable and robust.

4. STEADY STATE ANALYSIS

In this section we propose a mathematical model to study the performance of a BitTorrent-
like system when the number of leechers and seeds in the system is assumed to remain
constant over a relatively long period of time. This is the case in flash crowd scenarios
[Pouwelse et al. 2005; Bharambe et al. 2006]. In the next section we study user dynamics.

We first study the user download rate and then proceed with the file download delay,
which is defined as the time difference between the moment that a user (leecher) joins the
system and the moment that the user downloads the complete file. The model incorporates
users with heterogeneous capacities and considers the central details of the BitTorrent
protocol. In Liao et al. [2007b] we have presented a model assuming two classes of users.
Here, we show how it can be extended to more classes. In particular, we assume that there
exist three classes of users: (i) high-bandwidth (H-BW) users, who have a high upload link
capacity, (ii) medium-bandwidth (M-BW) users, who have a medium upload link capacity,
and (iii) low-bandwidth (L-BW) users, who have a low upload link capacity. (The fluid-
based model introduced in the next section accounts for arbitrary many classes of users.
Further, as it will become apparent shortly, one of the main lessons in this section is that
if one wishes to provide a detailed model for BitTorrent’s performance in heterogeneous
environments, the analysis becomes quite involved with only three classes of users.)
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We denote by N the total number of leechers in the system and by pH, pM, and pL the
percentage of H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers respectively. We present here the analysis
of the original BitTorrent system. The corresponding analysis for the token-enhanced
system is similar and can be found in the online appendix (Sections A, B). For brevity of
exposition, we will present the detailed derivation for some of the mathematical formulas
of the model, and omit the details for others, whose exact derivation follows a similar
procedure. Complete derivation details for all formulas can be found in Liao et al. [2007a].

4.1. Computing the User Download Rates in the Original BitTo rrent System

Let {nd
iH(t), t ≥ 0} be a random process denoting the number of H-BW neighbors that

leecher i is downloading from, i.e., at time t leecher i is downloading from nd
iH(t) H-BW

neighbors. Since leechers can be either H-BW, M-BW, or L-BW and the statistics govern-
ing the leechers within each group are the same, let {nd

HH(t), t ≥ 0}, {nd
MH(t), t ≥ 0},

and {nd
LH(t), t ≥ 0} be the random process denoting the number of H-BW neighbors

that a H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leecher is downloading from respectively. Our analysis
is valid in periods of time where this process is stationary (or, by slightly abusing termi-
nology, in steady state), and we work with the average value of this process denoted by
nd

HH, nd
MH, and nd

LH. (See Figure 2 for a graphical representation of the periods of time
that we assume stationarity to hold in case of a flash crowd scenario.) In general, let nd

ij

i, j ∈ {H, M, L} be the average number of j-BW neighbors that an i-BW leecher is down-
loading from, and denote by Dij the corresponding average download rates. Finally, let DS

be the average download rate that a leecher can receive from the seed(s). Now, if RdownH,
RdownM, and RdownL denote the aggregate download rate of a H-BW, a M-BW, and a L-BW
leecher respectively and CdownH, CdownM, CdownL are their corresponding download link
capacities, it is easy to see that:

RdownH = min
(

nd
HHDHH + nd

HMDHM + nd
HLDHL + DS, CdownH

)

, (1)

RdownM = min
(

nd
MHDMH + nd

MMDMM + nd
MLDML + DS, CdownM

)

, (2)

RdownL = min
(

nd
LHDLH + nd

LMDLM + nd
LLDLL + DS, CdownL

)

. (3)

Because all leechers in the system are equally likely to be downloading file blocks from
the seeds, we can write DS = CupS/N , where CupS is the aggregate upload link capacity of
the seeds.

Our end-goal is to compute the user download delays which requires the computation
of the download rates RdownH, RdownM, and RdownL. Hence, we need to calculate the val-
ues of the parameters nd

ij and Dij for all i, j ∈ {H, M, L}. Since the BitTorrent protocol
specifies the rules according to which a user chooses a neighbor to provide uploads to, it
is more natural to work with quantities that describe the upload rather than the down-
load dynamics, and then go from the former to the later. With this in mind, denote by nu

ij

i, j ∈ {H, M, L} the average number of j-BW neighbors that an i-BW leecher is upload-
ing to, and let Uij be the corresponding average upload rates. The connection between
download and upload parameters is the following. First, notice that Dij = Uji for all
i, j ∈ {H, M, L}. Further, in any system the total number of upload connections equals
the total number of download connections. For example, the total number of upload con-
nections provided by H-BW leechers to L-BW leechers equals the total number of down-
load connections that L-BW leechers receive from H-BW leechers. Thus, we can write
nd

LH = nu
HLpH/pL. More generally, nd

ij = nu
jipj/pi for all i, j ∈ {H, M, L}. Therefore, what

remains is to compute nu
ij and Uij for all i, j ∈ {H, M, L}.

First, let RupH, RupM, and RupL be the aggregate upload rate of a H-BW, a M-BW, and
a L-BW leecher respectively, and CupH, CupM, and CupL be the upload link capacity of
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H-BW, M-BW and L-BW leechers respectively. For ease of analysis, we assume that the
download link capacity of each user in the system is larger than the upload link capacity
of every other user. This means that the upload links of users are always fully utilized.
Note that in practice this is clearly the case for users belonging to the same class, consider,
for example, DSL, Cable, and Ethernet technologies. However, it is not impossible to have
a H-BW user with upload capacity larger than the download capacity of a L-BW user. As
we said, we ignore this situation to keep the analysis tractable, and leave an extension
of the analysis without this assumption as future work. However, we study the accuracy
of our model when this assumption is not satisfied via experiments in Section 7, showing
that the model can still give very good predictions, even if only the download capacity of
users belonging to the same class is larger than their upload capacity. Therefore, we set
RupH = CupH, RupM = CupM, RupL = CupL, and it is easy to see that:

CupH = nu
HHUHH + nu

HMUHM + nu
HLUHL, (4)

CupM = nu
MHUMH + nu

MMUMM + nu
MLUML, (5)

CupL = nu
LHULH + nu

LMULM + nu
LLULL. (6)

We need 15 more equations (in addition to Equations (4)...(6)) in order to compute our
unknowns. (In general, if there are n classes of users, one would need to solve a system
of (n + n) · n = 2n2 equations. This is because each class C ∈ {1...n} is characterized by
n variables dictating the number of users from each class that a member of class C is
uploading to on average, and n corresponding upload rates.) The first three are trivial.
If Z is the number of neighbors that a user in BitTorrent is uploading to at any time
instance (by default Z = 5) then:

nu
HH + nu

HM + nu
HL = Z, (7)

nu
MH + nu

MM + nu
ML = Z, (8)

nu
LH + nu

LM + nu
LL = Z. (9)

Taking the specifics of BitTorrent into consideration, Lemma 4.1 later in this section
shows how to compute nu

HM, nu
HL, and nu

ML and Lemma 4.2 shows the way to compute
nu

MH, nu
LH, and nu

LM. With these quantities known, one can also compute nu
HH, nu

MM, and
nu

LL from Equations (7)...(9).
Before proceeding in computing the aforementioned variables, let’s first write the re-

lationships between Uij ’s for i, j ∈ {H, M, L}. Since peer to-peer traffic is transferred via
TCP connections, we can assume that the upload capacity of a user will be fairly shared
among concurrent upload connections. (This is a working assumption, also made in many
other studies of P2P systems, e.g., see Piatek et al. [2007].) Therefore, it is easy to see
that:

ULH = ULM, (10)

ULH = ULL, (11)

UMH = UMM, (12)

UMH = UML, (13)

UHH = UHM, (14)

UHH = UHL. (15)

4.1.1. Computing n
u

HL, n
u

ML, and n
u

HM. We start with nu
HL, which is the average number of

L-BW leechers that a H-BW leecher provides uploads to. Let L be the total number of
a leecher’s neighbors and assume that all of these neighbors are interested in a block
that the leecher under study possesses. (It has been demonstrated that file sharing in
BitTorrent is very effective, i.e., there is a high likelihood that a node holds a block that
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is useful to its peers, e.g., see Bharambe et al. [2006]. This is partially due to the local
rarest first (LRF) block selection algorithm that BitTorrent uses to disseminate blocks.
However, we also study scenarios where this is not the case in Section 7.) Further, denote
by Trinomial(N, p1, p2, k1, k2) the Trinomial distribution function with parameters N , p1,

and p2, that is, Trinomial(N, p1, p2, k1, k2) ≡

(

N
k1

)(

N − k1

k2

)

pk1

1 pk2

2 (1− p1 − p2)
(N−k1−k2).

Then, nu
HL is given by the following lemma:

LEMMA 4.1.

nu
HL =

L
∑

k=0

L−k
∑

j=0

n1(j, k)P1(j, k), (16)

where:

n1(j, k) =

{

L−j−k
L−Z+1 if j + k ≥ Z,

Z − k − j otherwise.

and:

P1(j, k) =P{have j M-BW and k H-BW neighbors out of L}

=Trinomial(L, pM, pH, j, k).

PROOF. First recall that pM and pH are the percentage of M-BW and H-BW leechers in
the system. Since the neighbors’ list consists of a random selection of H-BW, M-BW, and
L-BW leechers, it is easy to see that P{have j M-BW and k H-BW neighbors out of L} =
Trinomial(L, pM, pH, j, k), where j + k ≤ L. The variable n1(j, k) represents the average
number of L-BW leechers that a H-BW leecher, say leecher χ, is uploading to, given that
it currently has k and j H-BW and M-BW neighbors respectively. More precisely, since
χ provides uploads to Z of his/her neighbors, we distinguish two cases: (i) j + k ≥ Z,
and (ii) j + k < Z. First, consider case (i) and recall how BitTorrent’s TFT scheme works
(see Section 3). It is easy to see that in this case χ may be uploading to at most one L-
BW leecher at any time instance. This L-BW leecher is randomly selected (via optimistic
unchoking) with probability (L − k − j)/(L − Z + 1). Now consider case (ii). In this case χ
is uploading to exactly Z − k − j L-BW leechers at any time instance, as he/she does not
have any other higher bandwidth neighbor that he/she could provide uploads to. It is now
easy to see that nu

HL is given by Equation (16).

In a similar manner, nu
ML can be computed as follows:

nu
ML =

L
∑

i=0

L−i
∑

j=0

n2(i, j)P2(i, j), (17)

where:

n2(i, j) =

{

i
L−Z+1 if j ≥ Z,
(Z−j)i

L−j otherwise.

and:

P2(i, j) =P{have i L-BW and j M-BW neighbors out of L}

=Trinomial(L, pL, pM, i, j).
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And finally, by noticing that H-BW leechers will prefer M-BW to L-BW leechers when they
do not have sufficient H-BW neighbors to upload to, it is easy to see that nu

HM is given by
the following equation:

nu
HM =

L
∑

k=0

L−k
∑

j=0

n3(j, k)P1(j, k), (18)

where:

n3(j, k) =







j
L−Z+1 if k ≥ Z,

Z − k − 1 if k < Z and j ≥ Z − k − 1,

j otherwise.

and:

P1(j, k) =P{have j M-BW and k H-BW neighbors out of L}

=Trinomial(L, pM, pH, j, k).

4.1.2. Computing n
u

LH, n
u

LM, and n
u

MH. We start with nu
LH, which is the average number of

H-BW leechers that a L-BW leecher provides uploads to. For this we need to consider the
details of BitTorrent’s TFT mechanism. First, recall from Section 3 that the optimistic
unchoking period is 30 seconds, the rate observation window is 20 seconds, and users
make their choking decision every T = 10 seconds. Suppose that a H-BW leecher j selects
a L-BW leecher i via optimistic unchoking at time t0, as shown in Figure 1. According to
BitTorrent’s TFT scheme, at time t0 + 30 leecher j will choke i, because i did not provide
him/her with a high download rate.

t0 t0+10 t0+20 t0+30 t0+40 t0+50

t1 t1+10 t1+20 t1+30 t1+40 t1+50

j chokes ij optimistically unchokes i

i makes first choking decision i chokes j

Fig. 1. Time line of optimistic unchoking and choking decision making.

Now, let’s study the outcome of the choking decisions of L-BW leecher i. Suppose that
this leecher makes his/her first choking decision at time t1. Clearly, user i will not choke
leecher j at t1, t1 + 10, and t1 + 20 because j provides him/her with a higher download
rate compared to ULL (the rate by which i is downloading from a L-BW neighbor). (Notice
that the probability that two or more higher bandwidth users provide uploads to the same
L-BW leecher at the same time-instance is small, as the L-BW leecher is only selected by
higher bandwidth users via optimistic unchoking. Therefore, i will be always downloading
from at least one L-BW neighbor.) Further, leecher i will choke j at time t1 + 50 because
the rate observation window is 20 seconds and leecher j did not provide anything to i
during the period (t1 + 30, t1 + 50]. How about t1 + 30 and t1 + 40? At t1 + 30, the average
download rate that i observes from j is UHL(20+ t0− t1)/20. If this rate is larger than ULL,
i will not choke j. Similarly, at t1 +40, the average download rate that i observes from j is
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UHL(10+ t0− t1)/20. If this rate is larger than ULL, i will not choke j. Therefore, if NLH
unchoke

denotes the number of times that i (a L-BW leecher) did not choke j (a H-BW leecher) in
the time-interval [t1, t1 + 50], we can write:

NLH
unchoke =











3 if UHL
(2T+t0−t1)

2T < ULL,

5 if UHL
(T+t0−t1)

2T ≥ ULL,

4 otherwise,

where T = 10 is the duration of the unchoking period. Because users are not synchronized
(and the choking decisions are taking place every T = 10 seconds) it makes sense to
assume that t1 is uniformly distributed between t0 and t0 + T . Hence, we can compute

the average number of times N
LH

unchoke that i (a L-BW leecher) did not choke j (a H-BW

leecher). This corresponds to a duration of TN
LH

unchoke seconds.
Recall that a H-BW leecher is uploading to nu

HL L-BW leechers on average. Therefore,
considering the above scenario only, it is easy to see that at any time instance a H-BW

leecher on average downloads from nu
HLTN

LH

unchoke/(3T ) L-BW leechers. And hence, the
average number of H-BW leechers that a L-BW leecher provides uploads to (due to the

above scenario only) is (pH/pL)nu
HLTN

LH

unchoke/(3T ). We refer to this scenario, as the opti-
mistic unchoking reward scenario. nu

LH is now given by the following lemma:

LEMMA 4.2.

nu
LH =

L
∑

i=0

L−i
∑

k=0

n4(i, k)P3(i, k) +

(

pH

pL

)

nu
HL

N
LH

unchoke

3
, (19)

where:

n4(i, k) =

{

k
L−Z+1 if i ≥ Z,
(Z−i)k

L−i otherwise.

and:

P3(i, k) =P{have i L-BW and k H-BW neighbors out of L}

=Trinomial(L, pL, pH, i, k).

PROOF. The first term of Equation (19) is derived in a similar way as Lemma 4.1 and
accounts for the average number of H-BW leechers that a L-BW leecher uploads to, with-
out considering the optimistic unchoking reward scenario. The second term of the relation
accounts for the optimistic unchoking reward scenario and has been derived in the text
before the lemma statement.

Notice that in Lemma 4.1 we have not considered the optimistic unchoking reward
scenario. This is because, if a L-BW leecher selects via optimistic unchoking a H-BW
leecher to provide uploads to, the H-BW leecher will choke this L-BW leecher on his/her
first choking decision, because the L-BW leecher does not provide him/her with a high
download rate. Therefore, H-BW leechers do not provide uploads to L-BW leechers in this
case (i.e., L-BW leechers are not getting any reward for optimistically unchoking H-BW
leechers.)

Following the same reasoning, we can also compute N
LM

unchoke, the average number of
times that a L-BW leecher does not unchoke a M-BW leecher who has selected the former
via optimistic unchoking, and N

MH

unchoke, the average number of times that a M-BW leecher
does not unchoke a H-BW leecher. Then, in a similar manner as in Lemma 4.2, nu

LM and
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nu
MH are computed as follows:

nu
LM =

L
∑

i=0

L−i
∑

j=0

n5(i, j)P2(i, j) +

(

pM

pL

)

nu
ML

N
LM

unchoke

3
, (20)

where:

n5(i, j) =

{

j
L−Z+1 if i ≥ Z,
(Z−i)j

L−i otherwise.

and:

P2(i, j) =P{have i L-BW and j M-BW neighbors out of L}

=Trinomial(L, pL, pM, i, j).

nu
MH =

L
∑

j=0

L−j
∑

k=0

n6(j, k)P1(j, k) +

(

pH

pM

)

nu
HM

N
MH

unchoke

3
, (21)

where:

n6(j, k) =

{

j
L−Z+1 if k ≥ Z,
(Z−k)j

L−k otherwise.

and:

P1(j, k) =P{have j M-BW and k H-BW neighbors out of L}

=Trinomial(L, pM, pH, j, k).

From Equations (4)...(21) we can now compute nu
ij and Uij for all i, j ∈ {H, M, L}. And,

we can relate these parameters to nd
ij and Dij as described earlier, in order to compute the

average download rates using Equations (1)...(3). The computation of the user download
rates in the token-enhanced system is similar and can be found in Section A of the online
appendix.

4.2. Estimating the Average Download Delay

So far, we have seen how one can compute the download rates in a heterogeneous
BitTorrent-like system under steady state assumptions. Now, we show how one can com-
pute the file download delays from the corresponding rates.

As mentioned earlier, the steady state assumption makes sense in flash crowd scenarios
[Pouwelse et al. 2005; Bharambe et al. 2006]. In such scenarios leechers will join the sys-
tem in a short time period. As a consequence, the total number of leechers present in the
system will stabilize quickly, and will remain constant for a relatively long time-period,
until leechers finish their downloads and start departing the system (or becoming seeds).
Figure 2 shows how the total number of leechers in a system with H-BW, M-BW, and L-
BW leechers will evolve as a function of time. During the time period (t0, t1], leechers join
the system. From t1 to t2, all three classes of leechers are present in the system. Since
H-BW leechers have higher capacities, they depart earlier, by time t3. During the time
period (t3, t4], only M-BW and L-BW leechers are present in the system. At time t5, all
M-BW leechers depart and afterwards only L-BW leechers are present in the system. Our
model computes the download rates for each class of leechers during the time interval
(t1, t2]. Further, the new download rate of L-BW and M-BW leechers during the interval
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(t3, t4] (after all H-BW leechers leave the system) can be computed using our two user-
class model presented in Liao et al. [2007b]. Finally, the download rate of L-BW leechers
during the interval (t5, t6] is just equal to the sum of their upload link capacity, since this
is fully utilized as explained earlier, plus the download rate they receive from seeds, or,
just equal to their download link capacity if this is smaller than the previous sum. Notice
that our earlier analysis does not model the transient periods (t0, t1] (t2, t3], (t4, t5], (t6, t7].
To compute the delays we make the assumption that t0 ≈ t1, t2 ≈ t3, t4 ≈ t5, and t6 ≈ t7.
As we shall see in Section 6, these approximations do not significantly affect the accuracy
of the model.
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the number of leechers.

Now, let S be the file size and let TH, TM, and TL be the average file download delay of a
H-BW, a M-BW, and a L-BW leecher respectively. Clearly, TH = S/RdownH.

Now, let’s consider a M-BW leecher. Let SM be the amount of data that the M-BW
leecher has downloaded when all H-BW leechers were present in the system, that is,
SM = THRdownM. Further, denote by R′

downM the new average download rate of a M-BW
user after all H-BW leechers left the system, computed using our model in Liao et al.
[2007b], as explained above. It is easy to see that TM = TH + (S − SM)/R′

downM.
Finally, if R′

downL is the new average download rate of a L-BW leecher after all H-BW
leechers left the system (computed using our model in Liao et al. [2007b]), then SL =
RdownLTH − R′

downL(TM − TH) is the amount of data that a L-BW leecher has downloaded
until all M-BW leechers have left the system. Using the same reasoning as above, the
average file download delay of a L-BW leecher is TL = TM + (S − SL)/(CupL + D′

S), where
D′

S = C′
upS/(pLN) is the average download rate from seeds. Notice that the aggregate

seed capacity C′
upS may not be the same as before, since some H-BW and M-BW leechers

might have become seeds instead of leaving the system. In other words, C′
upS = CupS +

pH
s pHNCupH + pM

s pMNCupM, where pH
s and pM

s denote the percentage of H-BW and L-BW
leechers that become seeds respectively.

Remark 4.3. Compared to our two user-class model presented in our earlier study
[Liao et al. 2007b], we can observe that the extension to three classes of users becomes
significantly more complicated, if one wishes to model central properties of the BitTor-
rent protocol. Along the same lines, one can extend the model for more classes of users.
However, given that in reality there are mainly three classes of users (dial-up, DSL/cable,
and high speed [Saroiu et al. 2002; Bharambe et al. 2006]) and that the model complexity
increases fast as a function of the number of classes, we believe three classes are the best
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tradeoff between tractability and realism, and we we do not proceed with this task here.
However, we use our techniques and intuition from the above analysis to propose a second
model, which ignores some details of the BitTorrent protocol. This enables it to efficiently
account for more possible classes of users and predict both the system steady state and
transient behaviors, with satisfactory accuracy.

5. SYSTEM TIME DYNAMICS

In the previous section we have analyzed the performance of heterogeneous BitTorrent-
like systems in steady state. In particular, we have derived a mathematical model that
accounts for many central details of the BitTorrent protocol and predicts the download
rates, and hence the delays, of different classes of users. However, as stated, this model
does not capture user dynamics and does not scale well when there exist many classes of
users.

With the above in mind we propose a second, fluid-based model that can be used for
scenarios where users arrive and depart at any time instance, e.g., such as in non-flash
crowd scenarios. Another advantage of this model is that it scales well with increasing
number of classes. The model is inspired by prior work on fluid-based analysis of BitTor-
rent systems [Qiu and Srikant 2004] (see Section 9 and Table I for a detailed comparison
with Qiu and Srikant [2004] and other prior work) and by the techniques and rational of
our first model. To ease analysis, as with the first model, we assume that the download
link capacity of a user is larger than the upload link capacity of every other user in the
system. We also study the accuracy of this model when this assumption is not satisfied
via experiments in Section 7, showing again that the model can give good predictions,
even if only the download capacity of users belonging to the same class is larger than
their upload capacity. Further, to keep the analysis tractable, we assume that leechers
of a particular class provide uploads to leechers of other classes only via optimistic un-
choking. This implies the following: (i) we assume that a leecher of a specific class always
has enough neighbors of the same class to which he/she can connect to, which is not an
unrealistic assumption since the list of neighbors (L) returned by the tracker is usually
large; and (ii) we do not consider the optimistic unchoking reward scenario we saw earlier.
As we shall see in Section 6, these approximations do not significantly affect the model’s
accuracy, but they do make it slightly less accurate than our first model in steady state
(see Section E in the online appendix).

As before, we present below the analysis for the original BitTorrent system. The analy-
sis for the token-enhanced system is similar and can be found in Section B of the online
appendix.

5.1. The Original BitTorrent System

We say that two users, which can be either leechers or seeds, are in the same class if they
have the same link capacities, and we let G = {1, . . . , K} be the set of user classes in the
system. Denote by xl

j(t) and xs
j(t) respectively, the number of class-j leechers and seeds

in the system at time t. Let µj be the service rate of a class-j user, which is defined as
the rate by which the user can upload a file to other users. Given the file size S and the
upload link capacity of class-j users Cj

up, µj = Cj
up/S. Further, let µs(t) be the aggregate

service rate provided by all seeds in the system at time t. That is, µs(t) =
∑K

j=1 µjx
s
j(t).

Also, let ǫsi(t) and ǫji(t) be the portion of the aggregate service rate provided by all seeds
and class-j leechers respectively, to all class-i leechers at time t. Finally, denote by Ri(t)
the aggregate service rate that all class-i leechers receive at time t. Considering the fact
that class-i leechers cannot download faster than their download link capacity, Ci

down, it
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is easy to see that:

Ri(t) = min





K
∑

j=1

xl
j(t)µjǫji(t) + µs(t)ǫsi(t), x

l
i(t)

Ci
down

S



 . (22)

Notice that Ri(t) is also the departure rate of class-i leechers, and that their average
file download rate is Ri(t) × S. Now, let λi(t) be the arrival rate of class-i leechers, and pi

s
be the probability that a class-i leecher will stay in the system after he/she downloads the
file (i.e., the probability of becoming a seed). Further, let γi be the rate at which class-i
seeds leave the system. Then, the population of class-i leechers and seeds in the system
is described by the following differential equations:

xl
i

′
(t) = λi(t) − Ri(t), (23)

xs
i
′(t) = Ri(t)p

i
s − γix

s
i(t). (24)

As before, since all leechers in the system are equally likely to be downloading from the

seeds, ǫsi(t) = [xl
i(t)/

∑K
n=1 xl

n(t)]µs(t), ∀i ∈ G. Further, recall from the previous section
that leechers are inclined to exchange file blocks with other leechers that belong in their
class, due to the rate-based TFT scheme. Also, by our earlier assumption, a class-i leecher
can receive uploads from a leecher of some other class-j only via optimistic unchoking.
Since users randomly select a neighbor for optimistic unchoking, the probability that the

selected neighbor is of class-i equals xl
i(t)/

∑K
n=1 xl

n(t). Further, since a class-j leecher
concurrently uploads to Z neighbors, the rate that a class-i leecher can receive from it is
µj/Z, i.e., a portion 1/Z of j’s upload rate goes to the class-i leecher.

We can now state the following lemma for ǫji(t), whose proof follows immediately from
the above arguments:

LEMMA 5.1.

ǫji(t) =







xl
i(t)

P

K
n=1

xl
n(t)

1

Z
if i 6= j,

1 −
∑K

i=1,i6=j ǫji(t) otherwise.
(25)

For a system with K classes of users we have 2K variables ({xl
i(t)} , {xs

i(t)}, i ∈ G) and
2K differential equations (two for each class, like Equations (23) and (24)), that dictate the
evolution of these 2K variables. Therefore, we can solve using mathematical tools (e.g.,
such as Mathematica [Wolfram Mathematica ]) this system of equations to study how the
user population ({xl

i(t)} , {xs
i(t)}, i ∈ G) and the leecher departure rates ({Ri(t)}, i ∈ G)

evolve with time. And, of course, we can compute the corresponding download delays
of each class of leechers as a function of time because the user download delay is the
reciprocal of the user departure rate.

Remark 5.2. Compared to our first model, our second model is much simpler, and at
the same time, more general. The key approximation that enables one to significantly
simplify the analysis of BitTorrent-like systems is to ignore the optimistic unchoking re-
ward scenario. As we will demonstrate next, this does not lead to large inaccuracies.

6. EXPERIMENTS

We use an event driven BitTorrent simulator by Microsoft Research [BitTorrent Simu-
lator 2005] to validate our analysis. The detailed simulator description can be found in
Bharambe et al. [2006]. In addition, we implement in the simulator the proposed token-
based scheme in order to study its impact on the system performance. The simulation
results for the token-based scheme are found in the online appendix (Sections C.1, C.2)
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where we also show how the scheme can be used to tradeoff between high overall sys-
tem performance and fairness to higher bandwidth users, and prevent free-riding (Sec-
tion C.3). Below, we present the simulation results for the original BitTorrent system.

6.1. Steady State Performance Prediction and Flash Crowd Sc enarios

To validate the model of Section 4, we simulate a flash crowd scenario where N = 200
leechers join the system within 20 seconds. Leechers leave the system as soon as they
finish their downloads. We simulate the system until all leechers depart. Since here we
are interested in the steady state, to avoid the rampup period at the beginning of the
simulation we randomly assign each user 1% of the blocks of the file. Other simulation
settings are: (i) there is only one seed in the system and the upload link capacity of the
seed is 800Kbps, (ii) the file size is 300MB and the block size is 512KB, (iii) the maximum
number of concurrent upload transfers is 5 (the default value), (iv) the percentage of L-
BW, M-BW, and H-BW leechers are pL = 0.5, pM = 0.35, and pH = 0.15 respectively, and
(v) CupH = 600Kbps, CupM = 250Kbps, and CupL = 100Kbps. The download link capacity
of all leechers is set to 600Kbps.
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Fig. 3. (i) Average download rate for H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers, (ii) Average file download delay for
H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers.

Figure 3(i) shows the download rates for H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers with respect
to the number of neighbors (L). These results correspond to the period (t1, t2] in Figure 2,
where all three classes of leechers are present in the system. First, we observe from Figure
3 that our mathematical model is quite accurate. Second, notice that the download rate of
H-BW leechers increases and the download rate of M-BW and L-BW leechers decreases
as L increases. This is because when L is small H-BW leechers cannot find enough H-BW
peers to upload to, and thus they have to provide uploads to more M-BW and/or L-BW
leechers. As L increases there are more H-BW leechers to upload to, and thus there is no
need to upload to L-BW and/or M-BW leechers. Finally, Figure 3(ii) shows the average file
download delay. We observe that our model is quite accurate in predicting the average file
download delay for all the three classes of leechers.

6.2. Predicting System Time Dynamics and Non-flash Crowd Sce narios

We now simulate a more dynamic BitTorrent system where new leechers keep joining the
system at random times according to a Poisson process, and after finishing their down-
loads, either depart the system or remain there for a while as seeds. This is in order to
demonstrate how accurate the model of Section 5 is.

We again consider three classes of users: H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW users. The arrival
rates of the three classes of leechers are different and change during the simulation as
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Fig. 4. (i) Leecher arrival rate, (ii) Number of users in the system, and (iii) Average file download delay for
H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers.

shown in Figure 4(i). In Section 7 we also study scenarios where the arrival rates of
leechers are decreasing with time. The file size is 100MB and L = 60. Finally, 15% of
leechers stay in the system for 3000 seconds after they download the file. That is, pL

s =
pM
s = pH

s = 0.15 and γH = γM = γL = 1/3000 (recall from Section 5 the definition of these
parameters). All other simulation parameters are the same as before.

Figure 4(ii) shows how the number of users in the system evolves over time. From the
plot we can observe that the proposed fluid model can capture the behavior of the system
pretty well. Further, note that at the beginning of the simulation the number of leechers in
the system is small and hence the system’s service capacity, which is the aggregate service
rate of all users in the system, is also small. Therefore, initially the leecher departure
rate is smaller than the leecher arrival rate and this is why the number of leechers in the
system initially increases. However, as the number of leechers in the system increases, the
system’s service capacity and hence the leecher departure rate also increase. After some
time elapses, the leecher departure rate catches up with the leecher arrival rate and the
system reaches its steady state, where the number of leechers in the system stabilizes.
The evolution of the total number of seeds follows the evolution of leechers as expected,
since some leechers, after finishing their downloads, remain to the system as seeds for
some time before departing. Notice that we have intentionally stopped the arrivals of L-
BW and M-BW leechers and increased the arrival rate of H-BW leechers at time 30000
in Figure 4(i). From Figure 4(ii) we can see that our fluid model can also capture this
transition quite accurately.

The discrepancies between theoretical and simulation results at the beginning of the
simulation in Figure 4(ii) are because the model does not consider the fact that leechers
initially require a large amount of time to finish their downloads, and hence to depart the
system. In particular, Equation (23) does not consider the fact that initially the leecher
departure rate may be zero, but instead, it always assumes that this is strictly positive.
Since the leecher departure rate is initially overestimated in the fluid model, the rate
by which the number of leechers in the system increases is lower than the one in the
simulation.

Finally, Figure 4(iii) shows simulation and theoretical results for the average file down-
load delay for H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers. We can observe again that our fluid
model is, in general, quite accurate. The discrepancies between theoretical and simula-
tion results in the plot are primarily due to ignoring the optimistic unchoking reward
scenario. As a result: (i) the download delays of higher bandwidth leechers may be overes-
timated, since we ignore the download rate rewards that these leechers receive when they
optimistically unchoke lower bandwidth leechers, and (ii) the download delays of lower
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bandwidth leechers may be underestimated, since lower bandwidth leechers no longer
spend a portion of their upload capacity for rewarding higher bandwidth leechers (as oc-
curs in reality), but instead, they use this portion for uploading to other lower capacity
leechers. However, as expected, these discrepancies are relatively small.

In Section E of the online appendix we compare our two models, and in Section D we
also demonstrate how we could use them, along with real traces, in order to study the
performance of large BitTorrent-like systems.

7. WHEN THE ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MODEL ARE NOT SATISFIED, AND OT HER LEECHER
ARRIVAL RATES

BitTorrent is a complicated protocol. As mentioned, in order to ease our analysis while
focusing on central properties of the protocol (such as the TFT mechanism), we have made
two main assumptions: (i) that the download link capacity of each user in the system is
larger than the upload link capacity of every other user; and (ii) that file sharing is very
effective, i.e., that the neighbors of a user are always interested in a block that the user
under study possesses. In this section we investigate whether our models can still give
good predictions when these two assumptions are not satisfied.

We first focus on the first assumption. To satisfy this assumption in the experiments
we performed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 we have set the download link capacity of each user
to 600Kbps. However, as explained in Section 4, in practice it is only realistic to assume
that the download link capacity of users that belong to the same class is larger than
their upload link capacity. But notice that since users of the same class tend to exchange
more data with other users belonging in their own class, we expect our models to still
perform well even if only this condition is satisfied. To verify this we repeat the same
experiment as in Figure 3, with the difference that now the download link capacities of H-
BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers are respectively CdownH = 1200Kbps, CdownM = 500Kbps,
CdownL = 200Kbps. (Recall that CupH = 600Kbps, CupM = 250Kbps, and CupL = 100Kbps).
The results are shown in Figure 5(i) and indicate that our first model is still very accurate,
as expected. As we show shortly, our second model is also pretty accurate in this case as
well.

We now move to the second assumption. As shown in Legout et al. [2007] this assump-
tion can be violated in a flash crowd scenario with a single seed, if the seed is underpro-
visioned, i.e., it has a low upload link capacity. This is because a slow seed may not be
fast enough in disseminating file blocks into the system, and situations may arise where
a user may not have blocks that his/her neighbors are interested in. (A similar situation
in a flash crowd scenario may arise if one keeps the seed upload link capacity fixed but
starts increasing the number of leechers [Al-Hamra et al. 2009]). To investigate this sce-
nario, in Figures 5(ii) and 5(iii), we repeat the same experiment as in Figure 5(i) but with
lower upload link capacities for the seed, 250Kbps and 100Kbps respectively. The behavior
in these figures agrees with the observations in Legout et al. [2007] and our first model
in this case is not accurate, especially for the highest bandwidth users, which was also
expected. However, we note that an initial underprovisioned seed may not be a problem
in non-flash crowd scenarios, where most users do not join the system in a short time
after the release of a file. To verify this statement, we repeat the same experiment as in
Figure 4, but with an initial seed with upload link capacity 250Kbps. We also assign to
leechers the same download link capacities as in Figure 5 in order to also verify that our
second model performs well in this case too. The results are shown in Figure 6, where we
observe that the model can still describe the behavior of the system pretty well.

To summarize, our models can still perform pretty well, even if only the download ca-
pacity of users that belong to the same class is larger than their upload capacity. However,
in scenarios where users may not always have blocks that their neighbors are interested
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Fig. 5. Average download rate for H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers with corresponding download link capaci-
ties CdownH = 1200Kbps, CdownM = 500Kbps, CdownL = 200Kbps, and seed upload link capacity: (i) 800Kbps,
(ii) 250Kbps, (iii) 100Kbps. The rest of the parameters are the same as in Figure 3.
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Fig. 6. Number of users in the system. The corresponding download link capacities are CdownH = 1200Kbps,
CdownM = 500Kbps, CdownL = 200Kbps, and the initial seed upload link capacity is 250Kbps. The rest of the
parameters are the same as in Figure 4.

in, such as in flash crowd scenarios with a relatively slow initial seed, we have seen that
our first model may not be accurate, especially for higher bandwidth users (cf., Figure 5).

We finally note that our fluid model does not make any assumptions on the arrival
rate of leechers. Indeed, by looking at Equation (23), this can be any function of time
t. To demonstrate this we repeat the same experiment as in Figure 4, but when the
arrival rate of leechers λ(t) is an exponentially decreasing function of t, in accordance
with the observations in Guo et al. [2005]. In particular, we set λ(t) = λ0e

−t/60000, with
λ0 = 0.1, 0.08, 0.07 for H-BW, M-BW and L-BW leechers respectively, see Figure 7(i). We
also set CdownH = 1200Kbps, CdownM = 500Kbps, CdownL = 200Kbps. The rest of the param-
eter values are the same as in Figure 4. Figures 7(ii) and 7(iii) show the results, where
we observe again that in general our fluid model performs pretty well. In Figure 7(ii) the
number of leechers in the system first increases and then decreases, which is expected
since the arrival rate of leechers decreases with time. We do not show the number of
seeds in the system in order to avoid clutter, and since the observations are the same as
before. The small underestimation in the delay of L-BW users is due to the same reasons
explained in Section 6.2.
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Fig. 7. (i) Decreasing leecher arrival rate, (ii) Number of leechers in the system, and (iii) Average file download
delay for H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers. The download link capacities are CdownH = 1200Kbps, CdownM =
500Kbps, CdownL = 200Kbps. The rest of the parameters are the same as in Figure 4.

8. EXPERIMENTS WITH REAL BITTORRENT CLIENTS

To further verify the realism of our modelling methodology we also perform experiments
using real BitTorrent clients. In particular, following the suggestions in Rao et al. [2010],
we perform experiments on the Nephelae cloud computing cluster of the University of
Cyprus [Nephelae 2012]. The machines of the cluster are running Linux (Ubuntu 11.04)
as their operating system, and have an 8-core processor and 8GB of RAM. The tracker
of the torrent and the seed run on different machines from the leechers. Shell scripts are
used to initiate and monitor the experiments and to store useful information about each
leecher, e.g., bytes downloaded, download delay, etc. The BitTorrent client used is BitTor-
nado [BitTornado 2012], which is an improved version of the original BitTorrent client.
The results are shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8(i), all the parameters are the same as in
Section 6.1 apart from the number of leechers which for this experiment is N = 100. We
observe from Figure 8(i) that the average download delays for each class of leechers are
very close to our theoretical predictions, further validating our first model. In Figure 8(ii)
all the parameters are the same as in Section 6.2, apart from the fact that H-BW, M-BW
and L-BW leechers arrive respectively at rates 0.02, 0.016, 0.014 leechers/second, until time
30000 seconds (and then stop). We observe again that our second model (the fluid model)
can predict the number of H-BW, M-BW and L-BW leechers pretty well. The model can
also predict the number of seeds in the system as before, which is not shown in the figure
in order to avoid clutter.

9. COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS

To highlight the contributions of this paper we now compare our models with two of the
most representative earlier results in the literature: Qiu and Srikant [2004] and Clevenot
et al. [2005]. The reason of choosing these two results is that Qiu and Srikant [2004]
presents the first mathematical model for BitTorrent systems and Clevenot et al. [2005] is
one of the most representative works that considers transient behavior in heterogeneous
environments. We refer to the model proposed in Qiu and Srikant [2004] as the QS’s model
and to the model proposed in Clevenot et al. [2005] as the CNR’s model. The comparison
is summarized in Table I.

From Table I we see that among all models, our first model is the most inclusive one
in terms of modelling BitTorrent details. In particular, it models all central details of a
BitTorrent-like system, except from the system time dynamics and the effectiveness of
file sharing. More precisely, it considers the number of concurrent upload connections a
user may have (Z), the number of neighbors to which a user might be connected (L), net-
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Fig. 8. (i) Average file download delay for H-BW, M-BW and L-BW leechers in experiments with real BitTorrent
clients vs. theoretical predictions. The number of leechers is 100 and the rest of the setup is the same as in
Section 6.1. (ii) Number of leechers in the system in experiments with real BitTorrent clients vs. theoretical
predictions. The H-BW, M-BW and L-BW leechers arrive respectively at rates 0.02, 0.016, 0.014 leechers/second,
until time 30000 seconds. The rest of the setup is the same as in Section 6.2.

Table I. Model Comparison

System details captured by the Model Model 1 Model 2 CNR’s model QS’s model
number of concurrent uploads (Z) Yes Yes No No

number of neighbors (L) Yes No No No
number of user classes (heterogeneity) 3 many 2 1

effect of the TFT scheme and of optimistic unchoking Yes Yes Partial No
optimistic unchoking reward scenario Yes No No No

time dynamics No Yes Yes Yes
download link capacities larger than upload link capacities Yes Yes Yes (per user class) Yes

effectiveness of file sharing No No Yes Yes

work heterogeneity, the performance effect of BitTorrent’s TFT scheme and of optimistic
unchoking, as well as the optimistic unchoking reward scenario.

On the other hand, the QS’s and CNR’s models (as well as our second model), con-
sider the system’s time dynamics but under some approximations/simplifications. The
QS’s model considers system time dynamics in a homogeneous BitTorrent system, where
all users have the same capacities. The CNR’s model incorporates network heterogeneity
(two classes of users) into the QS’s model. It also attempts to model the effect of the op-
timistic unchoking and of the TFT scheme. However, it does not accurately capture how
these affect system performance in realistic scenarios. In particular, the model assumes
that users provide to other users a static/fixed proportion of their upload link capacity,
in the sense that this proportion remains constant over time. But the actual computa-
tion of this proportion is much more involved, as we have shown in this paper. One must
consider, for example, the exact number of concurrent upload connections (Z), the peer
capacity distribution, the different user arrival rates and how these might change over
time, etc. Among the three models that capture system time dynamics, our second model
incorporates the most details of a BitTorrent system. In particular, it accounts for all the
main protocol details, except from the variability in the number of neighbors that a user
might be connected to (L), the optimistic unchoking reward scenario, and the effective-
ness of file sharing. To our best knowledge, this is also the first model that considers the
time dynamics of an arbitrary number of user classes in heterogeneous environments.

Both of our models and QS’s model make the assumption that the download link ca-
pacity of a user is larger than (or equal) to the upload link capacity of every other user.
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However, as mentioned, in a heterogeneous environment such an assumption is realistic
only for users belonging to the same class. This fact is taken into consideration only in
the CNR model, which only assumes that the download capacity of users belonging to the
same class is larger than their upload capacity. However, as we have seen and explained,
the above assumption does not significantly affect the accuracy of our models. Further,
both QS and CNR consider the effectiveness of file sharing via a parameter η ∈ [0, 1],
which is the probability that a user has a file block that his/her neighbors are interested
in. In our models, we assume that η = 1, i.e., that file sharing is very effective in BitTor-
rent, in accordance to the observations in Qiu and Srikant [2004]. However, in scenarios
where this is not the case [Legout et al. 2007], we have seen that our first model can lead
to inaccuracies.

Finally, we highlight scenarios where prior models lead to sizable inaccuracies. We con-
sider a BitTorrent system with two classes of leechers where L-BW and H-BW leech-
ers join with rate 0.075users/sec and leave the system as soon as they finish their
downloads. Further, we have CupL = 100Kbps, CdownL = 200Kbps, CupH = 600Kbps,
CdownH = 1200Kbps, and a seed with upload link capacity 250Kbps. All other parameters
are the same as in Section 6.2.
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Fig. 9. (i) Inaccuracy due to the homogeneity assumption, (ii) Inaccuracy due to the static resource allocation
assumption.

We compare simulation results with theoretical results obtained by our fluid model, the
QS’s model, and the CNR’s model. Because the QS’s model assumes users’ homogeneity,
we compute the average upload and download link capacities and use these values in our
calculations whenever we use this model. Figure 9(i) shows the total number of users in
the system as a function of time. We observe from the plot that, as expected, the homo-
geneity assumption (made by the QS’s model) results in significant inaccuracies while
our model and CNR’s model can accurately capture simulation results. In Figure 9(ii) we
present the population of H-BW and L-BW users in the system. As mentioned before, the
CNR’s model assumes that users provide to other users a static/fixed proportion of their
upload link capacity, denoted in the model by parameter α. Because Clevenot et al. [2005]
only provides a range of feasible α values rather than an exact one, equal to 0.5 ≤ α ≤ 1
in our scenario, we pick three representative values from the feasible range and plot the
result. We emphasize that our model does not require to manually tune any such parame-
ter. We observe from the plot that the static resource allocation assumption (made by the
CNR’s model) leads to inaccuracies for all three different values of α, especially for L-BW
users, while our model can predict simulation results pretty well. For the CNR model in
Figure 9(i) we used α = 0.75.
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10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed two mathematical models to study the performance of het-
erogeneous BitTorrent-like systems under different scenarios. The first model is very ac-
curate in predicting the system performance in steady state scenarios. The second model
can also be used to study time dynamics, it is simpler and more general, but it is also a
bit less accurate. We also propose and analyze a flexible token-based TFT scheme that
can be used to suppress the performance of freeriders, as well as tradeoff between overall
system performance and fairness of high-bandwidth users, see online appendix.

As future work, we plan to incorporate the efficiency of file sharing into our models
and relax the assumption that the download link capacities of users are larger than their
upload link capacities. Further, we plan to use the models to address practical questions
related to the design and operation of BitTorrent-like systems, e.g., to find the protocol
parameter values (number of neighbors (L), number of uploads connections (Z), etc.) that
yield the best download rates and delays, given, for example, the peer distribution, and
the capacities and arrival rates of users. Finally, it would be very interesting to incorpo-
rate into our models notions of network proximity between peers in order to be able to
analyze enhanced, topology-aware BitTorrent protocols, like the one introduced in Ren
et al. [2010], and to investigate whether similar observations like the ones in this paper
hold there as well.

ELECTRONIC APPENDIX

The electronic appendix for this article can be accessed in the ACM Digital Library.
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A. STEADY STATE ANALYSIS FOR THE TOKEN-ENHANCED BITTORRENT SYSTEM

The model for the token-enhanced system is similar to the model for the original BitTor-
rent system. In particular, it is easy to see that Equations (1)...(9) in the main text hold for
the token-enhanced system as well. Further, notice from Section 3 in the main text that
the token-based scheme does not affect the rate by which a user uploads to a neighbor,
since only neighbors with enough tokens to perform the download can be selected by a
user. Therefore, it is not hard to justify why Equations (10)...(15) in the main text hold
here as well.

Let’s see what relations change compared to the original BitTorrent system. First, it is
easy to see that in order to make the token-enhanced system operate properly we need
to have Kup ≥ Kdown. Now, consider a L-BW leecher. Notice that KupUiL i ∈ {H, M, L} is
the token earning rate of an i-BW leecher from providing uploads to the L-BW leecher,
and KdownDiL is the token spending rate of the i-BW leecher for downloading from the
L-BW leecher. Since KupUiL ≥ KdownUiL ≥ KdownULi = KdownDiL (as Kup ≥ Kdown and
UiL ≥ ULi) for i ∈ {H, M, L}, L-BW, M-BW, and H-BW leechers always have enough tokens
to download from a L-BW leecher. (More generally, it is easy to see that a leecher with
some upload link capacity will always have sufficient tokens to download from leechers
with equal or lower upload link capacities.) Therefore, the L-BW leecher is equally likely
to select a neighbor to provide uploads to, irrespectively of the neighbor’s class. Since the
total number of upload connections is Z, the percentage of H-BW and M-BW leechers
in the system are pH and pM respectively, and the neighbor’s list consists of a random
selection of H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers, in this system:

nu
LH = ZpH. (26)

nu
LM = ZpM. (27)

Now let’s consider a M-BW leecher. The average number of L-BW neighbors that this
M-BW leecher provides upload to, nu

ML, is given by the following lemma:

LEMMA A.1.

nu
ML = min

(

ZpL,
nu

LMKupULMpL

KdownUMLpM

)

. (28)

PROOF. Both M-BW and H-BW leechers always have enough tokens to download from
a M-BW leecher. Now, if L-BW leechers also always have enough tokens to download (i.e.,
KupULM ≥ KdownUML), then every leecher is equally likely to be selected for uploading to,
irrespectively of its class, and thus nML=ZpL. Otherwise, by observing that in the long run

c© YYYY ACM 1049-3301/YYYY/01-ARTA $15.00
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the token earning rate of all L-BW leechers from M-BW leechers (nu
LMKupULMNpL) equals

the token spending rate of all L-BW leechers to M-BW leechers (nu
MLKdownUMLNpM), we

have nu
ML = (nu

LMKupULMpL)/(KdownUMLpM).

Now, clearly, a M-BW leecher on average provides uploads to (Z − nu
ML) M-BW and

H-BW neighbors. Since both H-BW and M-BW leechers always have enough tokens to
download from the M-BW leecher, it is easy to see:

nu
MH =

(Z − nu
ML)pH

pM + pH
. (29)

Finally, using a similar reasoning as above, it is not hard to see that nu
HL and nu

HM, are
given as follows:

nu
HL = min

(

ZpL,
nu

LHKupULHpL

KdownUHLpH

)

. (30)

nu
HM = min

(

(Z − nu
HL)pM

pM + pH
,
nu

MHKupUMHpM

KdownUHMpH

)

. (31)

From Equations (4)...(15) in the main text and (26)...(31), we can now compute nu
ij and

Uij for all i, j ∈ {H, M, L}, and then relate them to nd
ij and Dij , exactly as we did in the

original BitTorrent system, in order to compute the user download rates.

B. SYSTEM TIME DYNAMICS IN THE TOKEN-ENHANCED BITTORRENT SY STEM

It is easy to see that Equations (22)...(24) in the main text still hold in the token-enhanced
system. What changes is the way we compute {ǫji(t)}, i, j ∈ G. (Clearly the relation for
ǫsi(t) remains the same.)

Recall that a user earns Kup tokens for each byte he/she uploads and spends Kdown

tokens for each byte he/she downloads. Now, sort the user classes in accordance with
their upload link capacities, with class 1 be the class with the lowest capacity. Along the
same lines of the analysis in Section A, if leecher m belongs to class 1, we know that
all of his/her neighbors always have sufficient tokens to download from him/her. There-
fore, they equally share the upload link capacity of leecher m. This suggests that ǫ1i(t) =

xl
i(t)/

∑K
n=1 xl

n(t), ∀i ∈ G. 1 Now, when a class 1 leecher exchanges data with a class 2
leecher, the token earning rate of the class 1 leecher from the class 2 leecher is ǫ12(t)µ1Kup,
and the token spending rate of the class 1 leecher to the class 2 leecher is ǫ21(t)µ2Kdown.
Because in the long run the token earning rate of all class 1 leechers from class 2 leechers
(xl

1(t)ǫ12(t)µ1Kup) equals the token spending rate of all class 1 leechers to class 2 leechers
(xl

2(t)ǫ21(t)µ2Kdown), we can write ǫ21(t) = (xl
1(t)ǫ12(t)µ1Kup)/(xl

2(t)µ2Kdown). However, no-
tice that ǫ21(t) cannot exceed the amount of the fair share that class 1 leechers can receive
(from class 2 leechers) when class 1 leechers always have enough tokens to download. This

amount is xl
1(t)/

∑K
n=1 xl

n(t). Therefore:

ǫ21(t) = min

(

xl
1(t)ǫ12(t)µ1Kup

xl
2(t)µ2Kdown

,
xl

1(t)
∑K

n=1 xl
n(t)

)

. (32)

1Notice that in contrast to Equation (25) in the main text this amount is independent of Z. This is because, a

class 1 leecher in the token-based system on average uploads to Zxl

i(t)/
PK

n=1
xl

n(t) randomly selected class-i
leechers (i ≥ 1), as they all always have sufficient tokens. The fraction of the upload rate to each one of these
is 1/Z. To get ǫ1i(t) we multiply these last two quantities, and Z cancels out. This holds for all ǫji(t), whenever
the class-i leechers have sufficient tokens to download from the class-j leechers, and it is the reason why Z does
not appear in the subsequent equations.
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Now, leechers in other classes share the remaining capacity of the class 2 leecher (because
they all have sufficient tokens to exchange file blocks with this leecher, as they have larger
upload link capacities, in accordance with our arguments in Section A). Hence:

ǫ2i(t) =
(1 − ǫ21(t)) xl

i(t)
∑K

n=2 xl
n(t)

, i ∈ {2, . . . , K}.

Continuing this way, we can derive a general formula for ǫji(t):

LEMMA B.1.

ǫji(t) =







min
(

xl
i(t)ǫij(t)µiKup

xl
j
(t)µjKdown

,
xl

i(t)
P

K
n=1

xl
n(t)

)

if i < j,

(1−
Pj−1

n=1 ǫjn(t))xl
i(t)

P

K
n=j xl

n(t)
otherwise.

(33)

We can now solve the 2K differential equations as before, in order to study how the user
population and download delays evolve over time in the token-enhanced system.

C. EXPERIMENTS FOR THE TOKEN-ENHANCED BITTORRENT SYSTEM

C.1. Steady State Performance Prediction and Flash Crowd Sc enarios

Here we study the interesting dynamics of the token-based scheme. The simulation setup
is the same as in Section 6.1 of the main text. We let Kdown = 1 and study how the
system performs for different values of Kup. We also fix L = 60, which is a typical value
in BitTorrent.

The download rates for all three classes of leechers are shown in Figure 10(i). From the
plot we see again that theoretical and simulation results match. Further, we make the
following interesting observation: The download rate of H-BW leechers first decreases
and the download rate of L-BW leechers first increases, as Kup increases. This is because
as Kup increases L-BW leechers earn tokens at a faster rate and they can download more
data from H-BW leechers. This however means that H-BW leechers provide fewer uploads
to other H-BW leechers. Thus, H-BW leechers have to download now from more L-BW
leechers, and hence their download rate decreases. The download rate of M-BW leechers
does not vary as much as Kup increases. This is explained as follows: The download rate
of M-BW leechers from L-BW leechers does not change as Kup increases, since M-BW
leechers always have enough tokens to download from L-BW leechers, i.e., even when
Kup = 1. As with L-BW leechers, as Kup increases, M-BW leechers can download more
data from H-BW leechers, which could increase their download rate. However, at the same
time, since L-BW leechers can download more data from M-BW leechers, it means that M-
BW leechers provide fewer uploads to other M-BW leechers. Hence, the average download
rate of M-BW leechers does not change much. Finally, note that the system throughput,
i.e., the aggregate download rate of all leechers in the system, does not change as we
vary Kup, and for large Kup each class of leechers has the same download rate. More
precisely, this occurs when Kup is larger than the ratio of the largest upload link capacity
to the smallest upload link capacity, times Kdown, i.e., Kup > Kdown(CupH/CupL) = 6 in
our scenario, as all leechers, irrespectively of their class, always have enough tokens to
initiate downloads and they cannot be distinguished by a potential uploader.

Figure 10(ii) shows the average file download delay of H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers,
and for the whole system. For comparison, the plot also shows the corresponding average
download delay in the original BitTorrent system. As before, we observe that our model
predicts the simulation results quite accurately. Further, we observe that when Kup = 1 =
Kdown, the performance of the token-enhanced system is almost identical to that of the
original BitTorrent system. As Kup increases the overall delay improves. However, this
occurs at the expense of the perceived delay of the H-BW leechers mostly, which increases.
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Fig. 10. The token-enhanced system: (i) Average download rate for H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers, (ii) Aver-
age file download delay for H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers, and for the system, (iii) Upload-to-download ratio
for H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leechers.

This motivates us to quantify next how “unfair” the token-based scheme becomes to H-BW
leechers as Kup increases.

C.1.1. Overall Performance and Fairness. To quantify “fairness” we use the upload-to-
download ratio of a user, which is defined as the user’s upload rate divided by his/her
download rate. This metric has been also used to quantify fairness in other studies as
well, e.g., Bharambe et al. [2006], Thommes and Coates [2005]. Figure 10(iii) shows how
the upload-to-download ratio behaves as we vary Kup, for H-BW, M-BW, and L-BW leech-
ers.

From the plot we observe that the upload-to-download ratio is almost the same for all
three classes of leechers when Kup = 1 = Kdown. This implies that the system is fair.
However, as Kup increases, the corresponding ratio for H-BW leechers increases and for
L-BW decreases, as expected. This suggests that the system becomes unfair. For the M-
BW leechers, this ratio remains almost invariant.

Looking at Figures 10(ii) and 10(iii) we can conclude that we can tradeoff between
overall system performance and fairness to H-BW users. Using our analytical model we
can predict how much “fairness” we are sacrificing and what performance is achieved.
For example, one can enforce fairness by setting Kup = 1 = Kdown, or can minimize the
system’s average download delay by choosing a large value for Kup. Further, one can also
operate somewhere between these two extremes by setting the appropriate value for Kup.
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Note that the issue of overall performance versus fairness is a controversial one. Our
token-based scheme does not take sides, but instead provides a means to achieve any
operational point.

C.2. Predicting System Time Dynamics and Non-flash Crowd Sce narios
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(iii) Kup = 10

Fig. 11. The token-enhanced system: Number of users in the system.

The simulation setup is the same as in Section 6.2 of the main text. We fix Kdown = 1
and vary Kup to study its effect on the system dynamics. We consider the arrival rate of
leechers shown in Figure 4(i) of the main text. Figure 11 presents analytical and simula-
tion results for the peer population in the token-enhanced system. In the figure we show
results for Kup = 1, Kup = 2, and Kup = 10.

Again we observe that our model is quite accurate. We see that the token-enhanced
system (Figure 11(i)) resembles the original BitTorrent system (Figure 4(ii) in the main
text) when Kup = 1 = Kdown, in agreement with our earlier arguments. The correspond-
ing delay plot for Kup = 1 = Kdown is also similar to Figure 4(iii) in the main text. As we
increase Kup, the number of lower bandwidth leechers in the system decreases and the
number of higher bandwidth leechers increases. The explanation for this is the same as
before. As Kup increases, lower capacity leechers can earn tokens at a faster rate, down-
load faster, and hence depart the system earlier. On the other hand, higher bandwidth
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leechers download slower and hence depart the system after a longer period of time. Fi-
nally, when Kup = 10 the number of leechers present in the system from each class at
steady state is proportional to the arrival rate of each class. This is explained as follows:
As mentioned earlier, for large Kup (Kup > 6 in our scenario), all leechers can download at
the same rate and hence the departure rate of each class of leechers is proportional to the
steady state population of the class. Since the departure rate equals the arrival rate at
steady state, the steady state population is proportional to the arrival rate. The download
rate and delay of each class of users, as well as the fairness curves, behave, with respect
to Kup, in a similar manner as in our steady state scenario (Figure 10).

C.3. Impact of the Proposed Token Based Scheme on Freeriders

As mentioned, the rate-based TFT scheme in general can motivate cooperation in Bit-
Torrent. However, as reported in Liogkas et al. [2006], Hales and Patarin [2005] and
Sirivianos et al. [2007], skillful freeriders can still benefit from the system by exploit-
ing the optimistic unchoking scheme. In particular, they can connect to more peers than
usual to increase the probability of receiving data via optimistic unchoking. In this sec-
tion we study how the proposed token-based scheme prevents this type of freeriding in
BitTorrent-like systems. To this end, we simulate both the original BitTorrent and the
token-enhanced system (with Kup = Kdown) with two classes of users: freeriders (FR) and
non-freeriders (NF). We set the download link capacity of both classes of users to 10Mbps,
the upload link capacity of non-freeriders to 300Kbps, and the upload link capacity of
freeriders to 0Kbps since they do not offer any uploads. All other simulation parameters
are the same as in Section 6.1 of the main text. We simulate two different scenarios. In the
first scenario, both classes of users connect to L = 40 neighbors. In the second scenario,
freeriders connect to all available leechers in an effort to maximally exploit optimistic
unchoking.
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Fig. 12. The token-based scheme prevents freeriding: (i) Scenario 1, and (ii) Scenario 2.

Figures 12(i) and 12(ii) show the download rates for freeriders and non-freeriders with
respect to the percentage of freeriders in the system for Scenario 1 and 2 respectively.
As before, theoretical results (from our first model) can predict simulation results well.
Further, in Scenario 1 the download rate of freeriders is quite low under the original
BitTorrent system, which implies that the system is working well. However, in Scenario
2 the download rate of freeriders is quite high and can be higher than even that of non-
freeriders, when a small portion of skillful freeriders steal resource from a large portion of
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non-freeriders. This interesting observation has also been made in Sirivianos et al. [2007].
Nevertheless, the plots confirm our intuition that the token-based scheme does not suffer
from this problem as it does not allow freeriders perform any downloads. This of course
holds as long as Kup is not much larger than Kdown. For Kup values significantly larger
than Kdown, freeriders may still be able to benefit from the system. For example, when
Kdown = 1 and Kup = 10, freeriders will need to upload only 1/10 of a file to the system
in order to retrieve from it the entire file. On the other hand, as we have seen earlier,
larger Kup values also improve the overall performance of the system, compared to the
original BitTorrent. Therefore, we see that a tradeoff exists again between overall system
performance improvement and fairness.

D. PERFORMANCE PREDICTION FOR LARGE SYSTEMS
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Fig. 13. Performance prediction for large systems: (i) The proposed token-based scheme can prevent freeriders
from exploiting large systems, (ii) Our fluid model can reproduce the results of a real trace, (iii) The fluid model
can further show the distribution of different classes of users, (iv) Using the proposed token-based scheme we
can tradeoff fairness for overall system performance.

Having established the accuracy of the analytical models, in this section we use them
to study the performance of large yet realistic BitTorent-like systems whose size makes
simulation-based analysis too expensive.

The first system we consider consists of thousands of users. We use our first model
to study this system and further argue that BitTorrent’s TFT mechanism is not enough
to deal with freeriders. We let 100 of those users to be freeriders, and the rest to be
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non-freeriders. The upload/download link capacity of freeriders and non-freeriders are
the same as in the previous section. Figure 13(i) plots the download rate of freeriders
as the total number of users in the system increases. Based on prior discussion, it is
somewhat expected that freeriders will do really well as the number of non-freeriders
increase, but still their performance is astonishing (the Y-axis on the plot is logarithmic).
Essentially, freeriders connect to so many users that the aggregate download rate received
via optimistic unchoking almost fills their download link capacity. As before, the token-
based scheme solves this problem.

The second system we consider is based on a popular trace [Pouwelse et al. 2005] which
measured the number of users downloading the The Lord of The Rings DVD. The trace
spans a period of time that is a bit longer than two weeks, and reports on hundreds
of thousands of users. The trace has no information about the type of users and their
link capacities, so we use the trace-based studies in Saroiu et al. [2002] and Bharambe
et al. [2006] to decide on the mix of users that we consider. Specifically, we assume four
classes of users: H-BW (15%), M-BW (25%), L-BW (40%), and T-BW (20%) users (T-BW
represents Tiny Bandwidth users) with capacities CupT = 128Kbps, CdownT = 784Kbps,
CupL = 384Kbps, CdownL = 1500Kbps, CupM = 1000Kbps, CdownM = 3000Kbps, and CupH =
5000Kbps, CdownH = 10000Kbps.

We first find a set of arrival rates for each class of users that, when fed to our sec-
ond, fluid-based model, yields a synthetic trace that is very similar to the original one, as
shown in Figure 13(ii). We then use our model to predict the population of different classes
of users in the system, as shown in Figure 13(iii). (No results of this type are available
from the original trace.) Finally, we show what would have happened if the token-based
scheme (with Kup >> Kdown) had been used instead of the original TFT scheme. The aver-
age file download delay would have been significantly reduced, evident from the smaller
number of users present in the system, at the expense of the perceived performance from
higher bandwidth users as explained earlier.

Our motivation with these two examples has been to show the wide range of interest-
ing results that one can obtain in no time using the set of equations that constitute our
analytical models.

E. COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR TWO MODELS
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Fig. 14. Comparison between our two models.

As we have seen, our first model (presented in Section 4 of the main text) is tailored
for steady state performance analysis, accounts for all central details of the BitTorrent
protocol, and it is very accurate. It is now interesting to compare how accurate our fluid
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model is in such cases (i.e., for steady state performance analysis) and compare it with
our first model. For this we consider the flash crowd scenario of Section 6.1 of the main
text. We then solve our fluid model equations in steady state (i.e., in the interval [t1, t2) in
Figure 2 of the main text), and compute the corresponding leecher download rates. More
precisely, we first set the number of class i leechers (i ∈ {H, M, L}) to be xl

i(t) = Npi,
where Npi is the number of class i leechers in steady state in the first model. (Recall from
Section 6.1 in the main text that N = 200, pL = 0.5, pM = 0.35, pH = 0.15 and that there is
also one seed in steady state.) Notice that for t in [t1, t2) xl

i(t) does not depend on t. Then,
we substitute each xl

i(t) in our fluid model with its steady state value Npi, and compute
the corresponding steady state values of ǫji(t), ǫsi(t), and of the download rates Ri(t) via
Equation (22) in the main text.

The results are depicted in Figure 14. As we observe, our first model is more accurate
as expected, since it captures the effect of connecting to a variable number of neighbors
(L), and considers the optimistic unchoking reward scenario. Our second model is visi-
bly inaccurate when L is small, because it does not account for leechers that don’t have
sufficient neighbors of the same class to connect to. However, the difference between the
two models becomes small when L is sufficiently large, as expected. This difference now
is only due to the fact that we do not consider the optimistic unchoking reward scenario
in the second model. It is interesting to point out that this difference for H-BW leechers
never exceeds 100/Z%. This is explained as follows. First recall that a H-BW leecher pro-
vides uploads to Z − 1 neighbors that provide him/her the highest download rates, and to
one other neighbor via optimistic unchoking. The maximum rate the H-BW leecher can
provide to the optimistic unchoked neighbor does not exceed 100/Z% of its upload link
capacity. When we consider the optimistic unchoking reward scenario, we are accounting
for the fact that the optimistic unchoked neighbor will, in turn, reward the H-BW leecher
with a download rate, which is at most equal to the one the optimistic unchoked neigh-
bor receives from this leecher. Therefore, if we do not consider the optimistic unchoking
reward scenario we may underestimate the H-BW leecher’s download rate by at most
100/Z%. Finding a bound for the discrepancy between the two models for M-BW and L-
BW leechers is much more involved, and depends on the values of several of the system
parameters. We do not proceed with this task here. The interested reader is referred to
Liao et al. [2007a].

As mentioned earlier, the first model requires 2n2 equations to model a system of n
classes of users and does not model the system time dynamics. In contrast, the second
model captures the system dynamics, and requires only 2n equations to model a system
of n classes of users. In summary, the two models comprise a tradeoff between accuracy
and simplicity/generality.
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